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The practice of constitutional law in 
post-apartheid South Africa has been 
characterised by haphazard and at 
times quite arbitrary recourse to com
parative jurisprudence. The precise 
degree to which the constitutional 
imprimatur to consider international 
law and 'foreign law' is to be heeded, 
or to be treated with circumspection, 
often seems to be more a question of 
the extent to which a particular author
ity furthers a desired outcome than any 
principled approach to developing 
rules in this regard. Prof Van der Wait 
points out that much of the compara
tive work that has been done so far 
"seems to have relied on instinct, 
undeclared assumptions, and plain 
luck of the draw as far as selection of 
comparati ve sources is concerned" 
(p7). Van der Walt also observes a na
tural and increasing tendency to move 
away from reliance on comparative 
solutions and paradigms towards fuller 
engagement with the developing South 
African precedent. With the property 
clause, we find ourselves in the unex
pected position where very little case
law has developed in this country dea
ling directly with the clause in ques
tion, and where the favourite refer
ences, namely Canada and the United 
States, both have serious shortcomings 
as comparators. Canada's charter lacks 
a property clause, and the gargantuan 
American jurisprudence is idiosyncra
tically obsessed with the notion of "ta
king". This is fertile soil for a work 
that draws the following praise in its 
foreword from the eminent Harvard 
scholar Frank Michelman: "Nowhere 
else ... has such a vast amount of infor
mation on the subject been collected, 
let alone been expertly sorted out and 
digested for ready access". 

The work is not merely an expertly 
sorted collection of information. It has 
the great value, particularly for those 
who wish to utilise it as a tool in con
stitutional practice, of not sacrificing 
information and accurate portrayal on 
the altar of some grand ideological or 
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thematic plan. It avoids reductionism 
and the tendency of some scholars, for 
the sake of a thesis, to hack away all 
the trees in order to ensure that the 
reader may see the wood. Yet it ma
nages to be more than a jumble of dis
parate packets and self-contained sto
ries. Van der WaIt displays the detach
ment of the descriptive positivist in 
presenting us with a 'history of exam
ples' to show us 'the methods, tech
niques and approaches that are avai
lable to us' (p38). This, the opportunis
tic practitioner would realise, makes 
for good selective borrowing. The the
matic arrangement (each jurisdiction is 
divided into the same themes) and the 
heavy emphasis on case law provide a 
ready-made arsenal, and the introduc
tory portion on each jurisdiction, alive 
to some fundamental deviations in 
operating premises or governing 
assumptions, may yield convenient 
distinguishing grounds for invoking 
'circumspection' wherever the law is 
unfavourable to the reader's purpose. 

It is true that an a priori set of themes 
in terms of which each property clause 
is to be examined will lead to a divi
sion of focus entirely different from 
the story that might emerge if each 
clause were, say, examined in terms of 
its text and history. Not every jurisdic
tion, for example, merits a discrete 
examination of the theme of 'limita
tion'. But an approach that takes each 
clause as suggesting its own thematic 
division would have ended up with a 
whole lot of very well preserved trees 
and no wood at all. And it would have 
been devoid of any useful 'compara
tive' element. In any event, where the 
story is more important than the 
themes, as in the case of India, the 
emphasis suggested by the context 
emerges naturally from what is ulti
mately spread across the sections dea
ling with each theme. The introductory 
section of each chapter is the contextu
al pivot around which the thematic dis
cussion revolves, and what must have 
been the very difficult exercise of 
avoiding having little left to say after 
each introductory section is completed 
with admirable skill. It does mean that 
the reader should read the introductory 
section of each chapter along with 
whatever thematic section is being 
consulted, in order to make full sense 
of what is being said. One cannot sim

ply pick out bits as one would from 
footnotes, without running into serious 
danger of falling into error. In other 
words, one needs to read more of the 
work than first appears necessary 
when rummaging around for compara 
tive authority. In this regard, a feature 
that might have benefited from more 
editing precision is the tendency to 
refer in sweeping terms to a whole 
series of chapters in a footnote. The 
reader is often told to "see the chapters 
on Canada, the United States, 
Australia, the Council of Europe and 
Germany", where it is not immediately 
apparent how the bulk of the book may 
be relevant to the point at issue. 

The themes are arranged in such a way 
as to cast the preponderance of the 
analytical focus upon differing degrees 
of interference with property rights 
and the consequences of such diffe
rences upon a duty to compensate. 
This may not always accord with the 
central concern in a particular jurisdic
tion, and may seem to be informed by 
the American pre-occupation with this 
sort of analysis. It may also be a 
source of criticism for those who 
regard land reform as the kernel of 
concern in the sphere of property 
rights in South Africa, and who may 
say that 'property clause jurispru
dence' is of limited significance given 
the fact that most of the worthwhile 
drama seems to be taking place in the 
infrastructure created by the land 
reform legislation. Such critics would 
be missing the point of the book. And 
they would be ignoring the undeniable 
text of our property clause, which is, 
after all, structured around a distinc
tion between deprivation and expropri
ation. Certainly the best candidate for a 
thematic centre of a comparative look 
at property clauses is this sort of pre
occupation, rather than, say, potential
ly endless meanderings about defini
tions of the property concept. Such dis
cussions, though. philosophically 
intriguing, tend to have a low ceiling 
of practical value. The book does con
tain ample sensitive attention to the 
different approaches to the property 
concept, with the main focus in this 
regard being the extent to which enti
tlements of various sorts are classed as 
'property' for the purposes of constitu
tional protection. 
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The introduction contains a section on 
methodology that is familiarly apolo
getic in a comparative work. The result 
is an illuminating and useful explana
tion that mercifully avoids the indul
gence in obscurity such discussions 
can fall prey to. It illustrates quite 
neatly why this book deserves to 
please both the scholars and the practi
tioners and why it is unlikely to alien
ate anyone interested in its subject. 

Frank Snyckers 
Johannesburg Bar 
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J uta Book Prize 

Justice Johann Kriegler, recIpIent of 
the Juta Book Prize for the best contri
bution to Advocate in 1999 ("Of holy 
cows and china shops") has decided to 
donate his prize jointly to the Centre 
for Human Rights and the Legal 
Resources Centre for Constitutional 
Litigation. 

"All-Star Strategies" 
Rules of the Game 

If law were a sport, these observations, culled from interviews with 
athletes-turned-Iawyers, might be some of its rules: 

• Develop mental toughness to deal 
with the competitive nature of the 
law. 

• Train yourself to persist through the 
difficulties of a case. 

• Learn from the pros; experienced 
lawyers can show you a lot about the 
nuances of handling a case. 

• Balance teamwork with individual 
performance. 

• Thorough preparation builds confi
dence in your case. 

• Study your opponent's case, not just 
your own. 

• Develop a strategy for your case, 
then conduct the case in accordance 
with that strategy. 

• Law, like sports, can be 'a game of 

inches' so pay attention to the little 
things. 

• Be ready-not surplised-by unexpect
ed turns in your case. 

• A trial, like a baseball game, "ain't 
over'til it's over." 

• Learn from your losses. 
• Performance improves if you love 

what you do. 
• Make room for good sportsmanship 

in the practice of law. 
• Relax under pressure-at least you 

didn't strike out in front of 50,000 
people. 

• Don't quit. 

Mark Curriden in ABA lournal 
January 1997 

CONSULTUS (ADVOCATE) 

BINDERS 


ONCE AGAIN AVAILABLE 


Members, subscribers, librarians who 
wish to keep Consultus (Advocate) 
magazines filed away neatly may 
consider purchasing a binder, strong 
enough to hold approximately 12 
copies. 
Should you wish to purchase a binder, 
please make a copy of the order form 
below, complete it and return it to the 
GCB Secretariat, PO Box 2260, 
Johannesburg, 2000, together with a 
cheque to the amount of R37,00 
(VAT, postage and handling inclu
sive.) 

ORDER FORM 

Please supply me/us with the follo

wing: 


__ copy(ies): 

Consultus (Advocate)Binder(s) 

Price: R37,00 


D Cheque enclosed. 
Name: 

Address: 

Tel: 

CORPORATE RATES FOR 

MEMBERS 


BUDGET CAR RENTAL 

All constituent bars were recently 
informed of the corporate rates avai
lable to all members of the GCB from 
Budget Rent-a-Car. 

Members who are unaware of this 
arrangement should enquire from 
their local honory secretaries and 
obtain an application form for a 
Budget Express card to be completed 
and forwarded to the GCB 
Secretariat. 
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